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River House meets river retreat, a holiday haven for foodies and nature lovers
Heading inland from Silves, you might get the impression that you’re venturing into no man’s land but that is far from the case. There are many rural

retreats hidden in wonderfully peaceful and stunningly beautiful locations dotted around the Algarve, so Inside Magazine took a drive out to meet

Cheryl and Graham Smith and find out what makes their place special.

They bought a traditional Portuguese farmhouse with stables and a barn, which was converted into Figs on the Funcho, and there are now two main

buildings within the property boundaries, River House and River Lodge.

The River House is now a modern, stylish and spacious villa with five roomy double bedrooms, an  infinity pool overlooking the Funcho River, and

decking areas designed for dining, entertaining and, most importantly, relaxing under the Carob trees enjoying a gorgeous uninterrupted view over the

idyllic countryside. It’s a place of privacy and undisturbed tranquility, ideal for guests who appreciate the splendid location and its air of sophistication.

The River Lodge is currently a barn and stables with big plans for the future and will be converted over the coming years into individual double rooms

with social areas and more fabulous outdoor spaces. Figs on the Funcho is a destination venue where the Smiths pride themselves on giving their

guests the very best of what’s on offer in the local area. With specialty welcome baskets, private arrangements with local suppliers, your own SUP trips

on the river, the Via Algarviana walking route directly past the driveway and a “can do attitude” from the owners, just about anything is possible here.

A real foodie, Cheryl told us about the various experiences that are on offer at Figs on the Funcho. “We offer various cookery classes and retreats from a

four-hour Portuguese Holiday Cooking Master Class to a five-day Culinary Extravaganza. Under the guidance of a local chef, guests get to create a

bespoke menu using ingredients of their choice to suit their preferences and we also offer a three-hour Indian cookery class, which is proving very

popular. The five-day extravaganza combines a discovery tour of the local culinary dishes with a holiday cooking course where guests will discover the

passion of Portuguese cooking, how to create local specialties and which seasonal ingredients will add that extra something to your dish.”

Cooking together is a great way to understand Portuguese ingredients and methods and even more so in their highly sociable and bright kitchen which

is ideal for cookery classes. Portugal is rich in fabulous, seasonal produce and cuisine which is becoming a tourist attraction in itself while some of the

country’s biggest gastronomic events are now taking place here in the Algarve.

Guests can enjoy early morning yoga sessions on the Waterfront Deck and Cheryl works closely with a number of yoga and detox experts who host their

own workshops at Figs on the Funcho every year. Through the workshops, guests find out how to increase their energy and cleanse their system, leaving

them feeling renewed by the end of their stay. For example, The Raw Truth, including yoga by popular regular visitor Stephanie Jeffs, is a detox retreat

that will take place in the first two weeks of August 2017.
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Welcome to Praia do Carvoeiro

The coastline of Lagoa town council, with

Carvoeiro at its centre and spreading out

west towards Ferragudo and east to

Senhora da Rocha, is generally recognised

as the most beautiful of the Algarve. In fact

our most famous beach, Praia da Marinha, is

regularly rated as one of the most beautiful

in the world. Those of us who live here

often take for granted the fantastical rock

formations, clifftop views and picture-

perfect beaches that are on our doorstep.

Boat trips along the coast have long been

an obligatory excursion for visitors to the

area but over recent years there has been a

surge in interest from walkers, whether

serious hikers or those just out for stroll.

The local authorities have gone to great

lengths to harness the potential of this

Preview current magazine

When British photographer Tim Motion

first came to Carvoeiro, in 1962, it was a

very different place. There were just six

foreigners here at the time and social life

was very limited. But he fell in love with

our village and went on run a nightclub
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Individuals can join detox expert Stephanie for a week-long break in the Algarve whilst gaining an understanding of how super foods can reinvigorate

your body and mind. The retreat includes demonstrations on how to prepare healthy, detoxifying meals and raw food dishes while also offering rest and

the prospect of losing some weight.

The layout of the River House is just lovely and suitable for families, friends, and groups and has enough space to accommodate up to 70 people for

weddings or other events such as family holiday or organized retreats.

Cheryl told us: “I’m passionate about Portugal; holidaying, exploring, enjoying good food and wine and sharing my discoveries with others so that they

can experience the luxurious offerings of the Algarve. Our dream for the future is to settle in the south of Portugal which we chose as our ‘living the

dream destination’. I love to explore the area, find new beaches, restaurants, and activities, sample new wines and visit nearby towns and villages. And so,

you can trust that all recommendations on our blog and in our resources have been tried, tested and given the Cheryl stamp of approval.”
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natural asset, building our wonderful

wooden walkway from Algar Seco to

Carvoeiro’s church and marking out hiking

trails in some other areas.

here in the 1970’s. Over the years he

collected many wonderful images of

Carvoeiro and the Algarve back then and

his work can now be viewed at an

exhibition at the Parque Municipal das

Fontes de Estômbar (Lagoa), until

September 16. For a small taste of what

can be seen, turn to our article starting on

page 12. Fast forward to 2017 and this year

has seen quite some changes to the local

accommodation scene, for insider tips on

the hottest new places to stay see page 30.

Elsewhere, starting on page 20, we visit

Silves on the Arade Food Tour, sampling

local delicacies at some of the city’s

favourite restaurants.
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